


Jamin Morden attended Northwestern 
University, dual majoring in French Horn 
Performance and Music Education. After 
he completed a master’s degree in French 
Horn Performance at Yale University, he 
moved to Maryland to teach instrumental 
music in Montgomery County Public 
Schools. Jamin is also involved with 
Symphony of the Potomac and the 
Maryland Band Directors’ Band.

The Washington Metropolitan Gamer Symphony Orchestra (WMGSO) is a community 
orchestra and choir whose mission is to share and celebrate video game music with a wide 
audience, primarily by putting on affordable, accessible concerts in the D.C. area.

Game music weaves a complex melodic thread through the traditions, shared 
memories, values, and mythos of an entire international and intergenerational culture. 
WMGSO showcases this music that largely escapes recognition in professional circles. 

The result: classical music with a 21st-century twist, drawing non-gamers to the artistic 
merits of video game soundtracks and attracting new audiences to orchestral concert halls.
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Our Supporters
WMGSO relies on the generosity of our Supporters to defray the costs of 

everything from venue rental to music license purchases. We are incredibly grateful for 
the generous donors whose contributions sustain WMGSO. To learn more about the benefits of becoming 
a WMGSO Supporter, please speak to a member of our staff in the lobby, or feel free to contribute online 
at wmgso.org/donate.
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Performer Bios

Kai DiazKai Diaz
Violin
Kai grew up in Damascus, MD. They have been 
playing the violin for 19 years and have been a 
member of the WMGSO string section since 
Winter 2014. You may have seen them play with 
the WMGSO string quintet known as CTRL Group. 
They also enjoy singing and most recently joined 
the WMGSO summer choir during our Small Ensemble Showcase at the 
Wienberg in Frederick, MD last July.

Zeynep DilliZeynep Dilli
Piano
Zeynep is the Library Director for WMGSO and has been performing with 
WMGSO since 2014. She can be seen singing with the sopranos in the choir 
during the season.
 
Ryan PetersburgRyan Petersburg
Trumpet
Ryan grew up in Cary, NC, where he started playing 
trumpet in 6th grade. He attended UNC Chapel Hill 
as a Kenan Music Scholar, dual majoring in music 
performance and physics, and performed with the 
Yale Symphony Orchestra while earning his Ph.D. 
in physics at Yale University. Ryan joined WMGSO 
in 2021 after moving to Maryland to pursue a 
career in space science. He is also a member of the 
Symphony of the Potomac and the Chesapeake Brass Authority quintet.

Jules Metcalf-BurtonJules Metcalf-Burton
Piano
Jules has been performing with WMGSO since 2017, and they can be found 
playing piano for our full ensemble concerts during regular spring and fall 
seasons.



START!

The following pieces are performed by Kai Diaz on the violin,  The following pieces are performed by Kai Diaz on the violin,  
accompanied by Zeynep Dilli on the piano.accompanied by Zeynep Dilli on the piano.

Korok Forest Korok Forest Manaka Kataoka & Yasuaki Iwata
The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (2017) Arr. Cindy Zhang

 Gameplay-wise, arriving at the Korok Forest is a breath of fresh air and a burst of 
bright sunshine—a drastic change in scenery after traversing the labyrinthine fog of the 
Lost Wood. The Koroks—little forest spirits you can find all over the world of Hyrule—
are excited to welcome you to their home that  surrounds the Deku Tree. The Korok 
Forest theme emphasizes their eagerness with a fun, upbeat rhythm motif and a high-
pitched melody sung as if by the Koroks themselves.

  
Aryll’s Theme Aryll’s Theme   Toru Minegishi
The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker (2002) Arr. Cindy Zhang
 
 “Aryll’s Theme” is the foundation for many of The Wind Waker’s musical moments, 
just as Aryll, Link’s younger sister, herself is the catalyst for Link’s adventure. While her 
theme is a simple melody, it evokes the image of a kind, young girl watching the waves 
from Outset Island’s lookout.
  
BlizzetaBlizzeta  Toru Minegishi & Asuka Ohta
The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess (2006) Arr. Thomas Ashcom

 This arrangement comes from one of the most iconic boss battles in Twilight 
Princess. During your search for pieces of the otherworldly Mirror of Twilight, an 
innocent woman becomes inflicted by a fragment, which transforms her into a 
menacing ice-mass the size of a house. The ice is both beautiful in its intricate design 
and terrifying in how easily it slides across its frozen lair to crush you. 

Champion’s Themes for ViolinChampion’s Themes for Violin  Manaka Kataoka & Yasuaki Iwata
The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (2017) Arr. Cindy Zhang

 The four champions Link must rescue in Breath of the Wild each have their distinct 
personalities represented in their musical themes. Mipha, princess of the Zora (a race of 
fish people), is sweet and harbors a love with Link. Daruk, leader of the Gorons (a race 
of rock people), is boisterous and fiercely protective of his people and friends. Urbosa, 
leader of the desert-dwelling Gerudo people, is assertive yet loving as a surrogate 
mother. Finally, Revali, proud warrior of the Rito (a race of bird people), is ambitious 
and resentful of Link.



Kass’s Final SongKass’s Final Song  Manaka Kataoka
The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (2017)  Arr. Zeynep Dilli

 It’s Paris in the 1930s, and...well, okay, it isn’t, we’re still in Hyrule. But this piece 
of music is drenched in the French style of La Valse Musette. You can see the rain-slick 
pavement reflecting the streetlights in black and white and hear the accordion in the 
give-and-take of the violin with the piano. There is no such thing as too much drama 
here; Manaka Kataoka’s love letter to the Parisian musette waltz style deserves every bit 
of drama the performers can provide.

Ballad of the GoddessBallad of the Goddess  Koji Kondo
The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword (2011) Arr. Jamin Morden
 
 “Ballad of the Goddess,” composed for Skyward Sword, is famously the melody of 
“Zelda’s Lullaby,” but backwards. This arrangement explores both pieces in different 
settings: loud and aggressive; and quiet and sensitive—giving each theme to the violin 
and piano in turn.
  
 
Milk Bar Milk Bar Koji Kondo, Stephane Grappelli, Ben Bernie & Maceo Pinkard
The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask (2000) Arr. Dan Serino

 The Milk Bar in Majora’s Mask is a late-night, members-only, live-music bar in East 
Clock Town. It is the only place in Clock Town where patrons can indulge in a vintage 
milk called Chateau Romani and drink away the impending doom of the moon crashing 
into Termina. This piece mixes elements of salsa with the stylings of jazz violinist 
Stéphane Grappelli.

The following pieces are performed by Ryan Petersburg on the trumpet, accompanied The following pieces are performed by Ryan Petersburg on the trumpet, accompanied 
by Jules Metcalf-Burton on the piano.by Jules Metcalf-Burton on the piano.

  
Shopping HyruleShopping Hyrule  Toru Minegishi & Asuka Ohta
The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess (2006) Arr. Thomas Ashcom

 This arrangement is a potluck of themes from Twilight Princess, beginning with the 
funny music that plays inside Malo Mart after it is converted from a snobbish wealth 
emporium. The arrangement then flows into variations on the “Postman’s Theme” from 
the same game, with brief inclusions of the more general theme for Hyrule Town, and 
bits of the even more general theme for Hyrule Field that occurs across The Legend of 
Zelda series.
  
Mabe VillageMabe Village  Kazumi Totaka
The Legend of Zelda: Link’s Awakening (1993) Arr. Jamin Morden

 The original tune of “Mabe Village” from Link’s Awakening (1993) is short and 
sweet. While the 2019 remake did extend the tune a bit, the overall peaceful atmosphere 
is unchanged. This arrangement explores a couple iterations of the theme presented 



more or less similarly to the original, before venturing to distant territory. Both piano 
and trumpet explore this new sonic space for a bit before settling back into the calm, 
peaceful nature of the original. 

The following piece is performed by Jasmine Marcelo as the vocal soloist and  The following piece is performed by Jasmine Marcelo as the vocal soloist and  
Julius Versoza and Kyle G.Jamolin playing the primo and secondo parts, respectively, Julius Versoza and Kyle G.Jamolin playing the primo and secondo parts, respectively, 

of a four-hand duet on the piano. of a four-hand duet on the piano. 

FlowFlow    Masayoshi Soken
Final Fantasy XIV (2021) Arr. Jasmine Marcelo & Kyle G. Jamolin

 
 The following description contains spoilers for Final Fantasy XIV: Endwalker.
 Endwalker is the culmination of the conflict between Zodiark, the god of Darkness, 
and Hydaelyn, the Mothercrystal. Over the course of the expansion’s story, we learn 
that Hydaelyn’s original form is that of the Amaurotine Venat, whose love for all life 
on Etheirys spurred her on to become the goddess. In the present day, to save the star 
from the second coming of the Final Days (the first of which happened in the ancient 
past and resulted in the summoning of Zodiark), the Scions of the Seventh Dawn defeat 
Hydaelyn at the core of the star to prove their willpower and strength to achieve their 
mission.

PAUSE

Audience Feedback Audience Feedback 
SurveySurvey

Look out for WMGSO’s next  Look out for WMGSO’s next  
Full Ensemble Concert!Full Ensemble Concert!

Prince George’s Community College Prince George’s Community College 
Saturday, November 19thSaturday, November 19th

Tickets on sale soon!Tickets on sale soon!



Level 2 – START!

The following piece is performed by Jules Metcalf-Burton on the accordion.The following piece is performed by Jules Metcalf-Burton on the accordion.

Kass’ Ancient SongsKass’ Ancient Songs  Manaka Kataoka, Yasuaki Iwata & Hajime Wakai
The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (2017)  Arr. Jules Metcalf-Burton

 In Breath of the Wild, Kass is a minstrel who left his hometown to fulfill his 
teacher’s last wish and track down the “Ancient Songs,” tunes dedicated to an ancient 
hero thought to have lived 10000 years ago. He plays some of these tunes for Link, 
our present hero, on his bandoneon as the player comes across him throughout the 
lands of Hyrule in their travels. Each of these are short melodies, in the same spirit 
as the ocarina songs in the previous installments of the Legend of Zelda series, and 
they sometimes subtly and playfully invoke other well-known themes of the series.  
It’s not impossible to imagine that these are what the old songs would have turned 
into after millenia of being passed down. The pieces also feature callbacks to the 
main screen theme of Breath of the Wild itself.

 The following piece is performed by Zeynep Dilli on the piano. The following piece is performed by Zeynep Dilli on the piano.

Gerudo ValleyGerudo Valley Koji Kondo
The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (1998) Arr. Zeynep Dilli

 “Gerudo Valley” is the area theme of a desert region in Hyrule.  Opening with 
a bright flurry of a guitar arpeggio, the music breaks into a four-chord harmonic 
progression that will stay constant until the end. This simplicity emphasizes the folk 
music roots of the piece, while the rhythmic patterns in the melody and backing show 
an obvious Flamenco influence.  The melody comprises of four eight-bar segments, 
with obvious links to each other. Three of these are two four-bar motifs repeated 
with a difference in how they end. All of this lends itself easily to improvisation, 
which this particular performance uses extensively as the pianist is playing from a 
lead sheet, with only melody and chords marked out. 

The following pieces are performed by Ryan Petersburg on the trumpet,  The following pieces are performed by Ryan Petersburg on the trumpet,  
accompanied by Jules Metcalf-Burton on the piano.accompanied by Jules Metcalf-Burton on the piano.

  
Deku Time!Deku Time!  Koji Kondo
The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask (2000) Arr. Thomas Ashcom

 This arrangement begins with the illustrious fanfare that plays while Link 
sneaks around Deku Palace and continues with variations that combine the Song 



of Healing and the Song of Time. These two ocarina tunes serve a very practical 
purpose in game, helping Link bring peace to those he encounters and rewind time 
to gain more chances to save the land from destruction.
  
Kakariko Village Kakariko Village Koji Kondo
Various Zelda Games Arr. Jerry Stenquist

 Kakariko Village first made its debut in the Zelda franchise in Super Nintendo’s 
A Link to the Past (1991). The village has appeared in at least five more Zelda games 
since. 
 In most cases, the Village’s theme is derived from Koji Kondo’s “Kakariko Village” 
theme in A Link to the Past. Its simple melody beautifully portrays the solace-like 
refuge from the apocalyptic worlds in which Zelda stories often take place. 
 This rendition of Kondo’s piece conjures imagery of a Link’s nighttime stroll 
through a sleepy Kakariko after a long day of solving dungeon puzzles and throwing 
around cuccos (chickens) as a favor for a local villager. 

Check out the WMGSO events at vgmtogether
Friday October 21st through Sunday, October 23rdFriday October 21st through Sunday, October 23rd

Sudowoododuo 
Friday, October 21st at 7:20 p.m.
Jacob Coppage-Gross on piano &  Alex Son on cello
 
Freeform 
Sunday, October 23rd at 11:40 a.m.
Zeynep Dilli on piano & Jamin Morden on French horn

Getting Music on the Stands: Music Library 
Operations for a Video Game Orchestra (panel)
Sunday, October 23rd at 2:00 p.m.
Presenters: Library Branch Manager, Zeynep Dilli & 
Music Director, Jamin Morden

vgmtogether will be streaming on Twitch  
at twitch.tv/vgmtogethertwitch.tv/vgmtogether. Come watch! 



Add these albums to your collection by  Add these albums to your collection by  
seeing us in the lobby or visiting:  seeing us in the lobby or visiting:  

wmgso.org/our-music/albumswmgso.org/our-music/albums

Midna’s LamentMidna’s Lament  Toru Minegishi
The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess (2006) Arr. Zeynep Dilli

 Grief and loss can be disorienting. The mood of “Midna’s Lament” is one of 
searching and searching, never quite getting close, and maybe never even fully 
understanding what was lost. 
 The melody has call-and-response elements, but the responses come from 
far away as well as up close. The melody never resolves. While the harmonic 
progression itself is simple; the chords are not; there is not a single basic triad 
in this piece, and the most characteristic chords include the sixth and the ninth, 
which create a sense of open-ended, directionless motion. The instruments lose 
and find each other, but they will not find what it is that they lost.
  
Don’t Rock the Boat/ Don’t Rock the Boat/ Kenta Nagata, Hajume Wakai, Toru Minegishi,
Don’t Bring me Down, Groose Don’t Bring me Down, Groose Koji Kondo, Takeshi Hama & Dmitri Shostakovic 
The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker (2002) Arr. Dan Serino
The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword (2011) 
 
 Groose, the pompadour-wielding, loftwing-kidnapping, granny-schmoozing 
rival to Link in Skyward Sword, is the hero that Skyloft neither deserved, needed, 
nor wanted. In this piece, Groose’s theme is mashed with the pirate ship theme 
from Wind Waker. 
 Groose is the inventor of the Groosenator, which is a catapult used for 
launching Link onto the massive beast called The Imprisoned. Perhaps this 
invention qualifies Groose to be Skyloft’s first pirate.

WMGSO Item ShopWMGSO Item Shop
Wear your support for WMGSO 
on your sleeve, coffee mug, 

and car bumper!



WMGSO’s Albums Are Available on Spotify, Amazon, WMGSO’s Albums Are Available on Spotify, Amazon, 
iTunes, Deezer, YouTube Music, and Apple MusiciTunes, Deezer, YouTube Music, and Apple Music

Add these albums to your collection by  Add these albums to your collection by  
seeing us in the lobby or visiting:  seeing us in the lobby or visiting:  

wmgso.org/our-music/albumswmgso.org/our-music/albums

The adventure continues with WMGSO: The Album DLC. 
Unlock eight additional tracks recorded by WMGSO’s small 

ensembles. Exclusively available online!

The Legend of Zelda, Myst, Final Fantasy, 
UNDERTALE, Civilization & more!



Mega Man 3, Starcraft II, Chrono Trigger, 
Braid & more!

Our single, “Chopin’s Castles,” was 
a finalist in the  
Acoustic/Chamber category for the 
Game Music Remix Awards!

Listen to the award-nominated 
single on YouTube at  
bit.ly/WMCastles or with  
the QR code below:


